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ABSTRACT

In this report, we use optical absorption spectroscopy and density functional theory simulations to investigate the optical behavior of a
graphitic material with nanoscale holes. The material, produced by heating of graphite oxide in concentrated sulfuric acid followed by
annealing at 1000 �C, demonstrated enhanced near-infrared absorption as compared to the pristine graphitic material. The computational
study of graphene models containing holes of different sizes and different edge terminations revealed the major interband transitions defin-
ing the peaks in the absorption spectra. Our results suggest that the enhancement of near-infrared absorption of the material is caused by
electron excitations involving hole edge states. The optical spectrum is strongly dependent on the distance between the holes and almost
independent of both hole sizes and the functionalization family.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5080617

Holey graphene (HG), also called “graphene antidote lattice” and
“graphene mesh,” is a structural derivative of graphene possessing spe-
cific physical and chemical properties.1 HG is a two-dimensional
material with abundant vacancy defects (or holes) distributed in the
honeycomb lattice. HG can be produced using nanolithography and
templates1 or by electron irradiation of a graphene layer.2 The main
method for gram-scale production of HG is a heat treatment of graph-
ite oxide (GO) in the presence of a reducing agent.1 At low tempera-
tures, GO interacts with acids or acetonitrile via the dehydration
reaction, which mainly restores the graphitic sheets.3,4 In turn, hot
mineral acids act simultaneously as defunctionalizing and etching
agents and the removal of lattice carbon atoms creates nanoscale
holes.4–9 Being very reactive, the hole edges are readily decorated by
oxygen- and hydrogen-containing functional groups.

HG has fascinating electronic properties due to the quantum
confinement effects. Theoretical calculations predict that perforation
of the graphene lattice could open a finite bandgap10–15 that leads to
an increase in the on-off current ratio observed experimentally.16–21

On the other hand, formation of the electronic subbands in HG near
the Fermi level should enhance the infrared absorption that is benefi-
cial for optoelectronic applications of graphene.

A few existing works discussing evolution of optical response of
GO under reduction processes22–25 analyze mostly the influence of the

oxygen content on the absorbance and do not consider the contribu-
tion of holes themselves. One can associate this oversight with the
abundance of oxygen-containing groups decorating the holes, which
may conceal the contribution of the hole edges in the HG absorption.

In this work, we aim to fill this niche and investigate the effect of
nanoscale holes including their functionalization on the optical prop-
erties of HG using optical absorption spectroscopy and density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations. The HG material was obtained from
a natural graphite from Zavalievo deposit following the procedure9

briefly described below. At first, natural graphite was oxidized using a
modified version of the Hummer’s method.26 The thus-obtained GO
(�0.5 g) was suspended in 100ml of concentrated sulfuric acid and
the suspension was heated in a glass flask at 280 �C for 1 h and then
naturally cooled to room temperature. The obtained black powder was
washed with distilled water to pH� 6 and dried under ambient condi-
tions. As we have shown previously,7 the as-prepared material is holey
reduced GO (HRGO) due to the appearance of abundant oxygenated
vacancy defects in the graphene lattice. Finally, annealing of the
HRGO powder in an argon flow at 1000 �C for 1 h produced the HG
sample.9 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis has shown
that the high-temperature annealing of the HRGO reduces the total
oxygen content from 13.0 to 1.6 at. %.9 The residual oxygen was asso-
ciated with ether and ketonic groups, which have a high thermal
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stability. Thermally exfoliated graphite (TEG), prepared from a graph-
ite intercalation compound, and HRGO before annealing were taken
as reference materials. The details of the synthesis and characterization
of the TEG sample can be found in Ref. 27. Briefly, TEG was obtained
by fast heating of the graphite intercalation compound with nitric and
sulfuric acids at 800 �C.28 The compound decomposes into graphene
flakes with a lateral size of�1lm.27

HG was studied by high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HR TEM) on a Titan 60–300 electron microscope (FEI,
Netherlands) equipped with an image side Cs spherical aberration cor-
rector and monochromator. The images were obtained at an accelerat-
ing voltage of 80 kV, beam monochromated to about 0.1 eV energy
spread, a Cs value of �25lm, and positive defocus. Figure 1(a)
presents a typical HR TEM image, which confirms the formation of
nanoscale holes in the layers. The characteristic size of the holes is ca.
2nm and the distance between them varies from 2 to about 4 nm. The
smeared 6-fold pattern on the fast Fourier transform (FFT), obtained
for the HR TEM image, evidences high local misorientation of the lat-
tice yet preserving far order of the graphene, which is typical for
reduced graphene oxide.2

Optical absorption spectra of TEG, HRGO, and HG were
recorded on a Shimadzu UV 3101 PC spectrometer in a range of
190–1200nm. Powder samples were dispersed in isopropanol by a
treatment for 30min in an ultrasonic bath (110W). The dispersions
obtained were sprayed onto quartz substrates heated to 100 �C. The
thickness and uniformity of the prepared films were controlled
visually.

The absorption spectra of the three samples are compared in Fig.
1(b). The peak located at 266nm (4.66 eV) in the spectrum of TEG is
attributed to p!p� electron transitions for the sp2-hybridized carbon
layer.27,29,30 Normally, when graphite is oxidized, this peak blueshifts
to ca. 230 nm (5.40 eV) due to the preservation of small sp2 domains.
Reduction of GO restores large-areas of the conjugated p-electron sys-
tem and this causes a redshift of the absorption peak back to its posi-
tion in the bare graphite material.24 The p! p� peak values in the
spectra of HRGO and HG are 276 and 282nm (4.50 and 4.40 eV),
respectively, which are slightly more (less) than the corresponding
value for TEG. Earlier, a similar redshift of the p-band of onion-like
carbon was attributed to the corrugation of the graphene layer27,29,30

that could occur between the neighboring vacancy defects.
Weak features observed in the spectra of TEG and HRGO

between 300 and 1200nm (4.13–1.03 eV) can be assigned to residual

oxygen-containing functional groups. Previous calculations have
shown that the attachment of oxygen-containing groups to basal gra-
phene plane produces absorption bands, whose positions gradually
shift from the IR to UV region with an increase in the oxidation
level.25 In particular, the graphene layer with the oxygen loading of
40 at. % and 44 at. % has absorption edges at about 1 and 4 eV, respec-
tively. In the case of the HGmaterial with a low content of oxygen, the
low-energy features, whose intensities become comparable with the
p-band intensity, should have another origin. A theoretical study of
graphene with hexagonal holes has mentioned the appearance of addi-
tional low-energy absorption peaks;15 however, they have not been
analyzed in detail.

We constructed the models with hexagonal-shaped holes periodi-
cally distributed along armchair directions of the graphene plane.
Translation vectors of the hexagonal supercell had a length of 1.28 nm.
The separation of sheets was 2 nm. The holes were obtained by the
removal of one hexagon (6 atoms) or coronene-like polycycle (24
atoms) from the supercell. The edges of the holes were naked in model
6-HG [Fig. 2(a-I)] and saturated with hydrogen atoms in models 6H-
HG [Fig. 2(b-I)] and 24H-HG [Fig. 2(c-I)]. Taking into account the
XPS data, one ether oxygen atom [model 6Oether-HG in Fig. 2(d-I)] or
two ketonic oxygen atoms [model 24Oketonic-HG in Fig. 2(e-I)] were
placed on the hole edge instead of two hydrogen atoms. To study the
effect of the width of graphene neck on the absorption spectrum of
HG, we increased distance between hydrogenated 24-atom vacancies
(the hexagonal supercell had a length of 1.7 nm). The obtained model
was denoted as 24H-HG� (see supplementary material for details).

The electronic ground-state structure of graphene and HG mod-
els was obtained using the plane-wave self-consistent field formalism
in the local density approximation as implemented in the Quantum-
ESPRESSO code.31 The Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded using
plane waves with a kinetic energy cutoff of 30Ry. The interaction
between the valence electrons and the ionic core was described by a
norm-conserving pseudopotential in the Perdew-Zunger parametriza-
tion.32 For self-consistent and density of states (DOS) calculations, the
unshifted k-point grid was 20� 20� 1 and 40� 40� 1, respectively.
The atomic positions of all atoms were optimized within the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method33 until forces were below 10�3 a.u.,
while the cell size was constant. Earlier, we have demonstrated that
band electronic structures34,35 of graphene- and graphite-based mate-
rials calculated using the applied approach are in good agreement with
theoretical and experimental data. The optimized HG models are
almost flat. The displacement (d) of atoms located at the hole edges
from the basal plane is less than 0.003 nm except the 24Oketonic-HG
model, where d� 0.11 nm [inset in Fig. 2(e-I)].

Figure 2 summarizes the calculated band structures (column II)
and the projected DOS (PDOS, column III) for the models. It can be
seen that the 6-HG model is metallic [inset in Fig. 2(a-II)], while the
others are direct band-gap semiconductors in agreement with the pre-
vious results.10–14 The decrease in the size of the hole or attachment of
oxygen atoms to the hole edges reduces the bandgap. So, the controlled
oxidation of holes can tune the bandgap of the HGmaterial.

Analysis of PDOS of the HG models allows us to distinguish
three groups of the bands. The first group includes flat bands
(highlighted in purple, green, and red colors in Fig. 2-II). They are
contributed by unpaired electrons of naked hole edges (pxy

hole at the
Fermi level of the 6-HG model), localized electrons of C¼O bonds

FIG. 1. HR TEM image of HG and the FFT pattern of the image (a). Optical absorp-
tion spectra of HG, HRGO, and TEG (b). The inset shows the same graphs on the
energy scale.
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(pz
C¼O at the Fermi level of 24Oketonic-HG model), and deep r-states

of passivated hole edges (rC-H in 6H-HG and 24H-HG models and
pxy

O in the 6Oether-HG model). The bands of the second group are a
little bit further away from the Fermi level (highlighted in blue in Fig.
2-II). These bands are associated with the atoms at the edges of the
holes. Electronic density of the bands of the third group is evenly dis-
tributed on the atoms of HG models. These bands could be associated
with graphene necks separating the holes.

Figure 3 compares the calculated optical spectra of the HG mod-
els with that of perfect graphene and experimental spectrum of the
HG material. The absorption coefficient was calculated within random
phase approximation starting from self-consistent field eigenvectors
and eigenvalues for models using the post-processing epsilon.x code.36

The graphene spectrum exhibits a single absorption peak at 4.0 eV,
which arises from p!p� transitions around the M point in the first
Brillouin zone.27,29,30,37,38 Neglecting many-body interactions is a

reason for a redshift of the calculated absorption peak by 0.7 eV rela-
tive to experimental spectra of graphene38 and TEG [Fig. 1(b)].
However, to catch the absorption peaks related to the electronic transi-
tions between the conduction and valence band edges, we will discuss
the origin of the absorption coefficient of the HGmodels starting from
0 eV.

The introduction of holes into the graphene layer results in
broadening and splitting of the p-peak and appearance of new absorp-
tion bands, whose positions match the near-infrared (NIR) shoulder
observed in the experimental spectrum of HG. To understand their
origin, we determined the electronic transitions, which are principal
for separate absorption bands of HG models. The transitions found
are shown by arrows in Fig. 2(II), and the numbers near the arrows
refer to numbers labelling the absorption peaks in Fig. 3. The example
of such analysis is shown in Fig. 4(a). The sum of all single transition
components matches the total absorption peaks very well. Further, the
calculated PDOS results were used to correlate the electronic states,
i.e., the absorption peaks, with local patterns of HG models (see sup-
plementary material for details).

We start by considering the 6-HG model. In the low-energy
range, the spectrum exhibits the peaks denoted as 1, 2, and 3. The first
weak feature arises from transitions between pairs of pxy states [purple
arrow 1 in Fig. 2(a-II)], which are localized on edge carbon atoms with
unpaired electrons [Fig. 4(b)]. Two absorption peaks denoted as 2 and
3 come from the transitions between the pz states, localized in real-
space on the carbyne-like hole edge [Fig. 4(c)]. When the energy is
close to the excitation energy of graphene’s plasmon, we note splitting
of the single p-peak into several features, some of which are denoted
as 4, 5, and 6. Analysis of the single-transition spectra and real-space
localization of the initial and final states showed that these peaks are
related to the optical transitions between the states mainly delocalized
between the holes [Fig. 4(d)]. In general, graphene regions between
holes resemble nanoribbons. Therefore, the splitting of neck-related
band could be related to quantization of electronic states across the
ribbon width.39

Hydrogenation of hole edge (transformation of model 6-HG to
model 6H-HG) modifies the absorption spectrum slightly [Fig. 3(a)].
The most notable effect is the vanishing of peak 1, formed by unpaired
electrons. The spectra of 6H-HG and 24H-HG�models [Figs. 3(a) and
3(b)], where graphene necks have the same width but the holes are dif-
ferent in size, are also alike except a minor difference in the shape.
However, when the distance between the neighboring holes is reduced

FIG. 3. Absorption coefficients of 6-HG, 6H-HG, and 6Oether-HG (a) and 24H-HG,
24H-HG�, and 24Oketonic-HG (b) in comparison with graphene and the HG sample.
The numbers above the peaks refer to interband transitions labelled in Fig. 2-II.

FIG. 2. Optimized structures (I), electronic band structures (II), and PDOS (III) of HG
models: (a) 6-HG, (b) 6H-HG, (c) 24H-HG, (d) 6Oether-HG, and (e) 24Oketonic-HG. In
panel I: cyan, gray, and red colors correspond to carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen;
dashed rhombi show the unit cells. Inset in e-I: side view of 24Oketonic-HG model; d is
the out-of-plane deviation of the oxygen position from the initial one. Inset in a-II:
band structure of the 6-HG model near the Fermi level around the C point. Arrows in
panel II correspond to interband transitions responsible for absorption peaks labelled
in Fig. 3.
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down to one hexagon (24H-HGmodel), the absorbance changes dras-
tically. In this case, the model is composed of just the hole edges with-
out unperturbed graphene-like areas. Peak 2, which has the lowest
energy in the spectrum of the 24H-HG model, comes from the transi-
tions between states localized on a single hole. The transitions between
the delocalized states of coupled holes [black lines in Fig. 2(c-II)] form
intense peak 3. Substitution of hydrogen atoms attached to the hole
edge by oxygen atoms affects the absorption spectrum of hydrogen-
passivated HG models weakly except the appearance of the lowest-
energy peak 1 ascribed to the pz state of the C¼O group for the
24Oketonic-HGmodel [Fig. 3(b)].

The above analysis suggests that the additional NIR absorbance
of HG arises from electronic states at the edges of nanoscale holes pre-
sent in the graphene lattice. Variation of hole sizes and functionaliza-
tion affects the spectrum slightly, while the occurrence of the holes
separated by narrow necks could significantly broaden and enhance
the edge-related absorption bands. The existence of the p!p� absorp-
tion peak at ca. 4.7 eV in the experimental spectrum of the HG mate-
rial indicates preservation of extended graphene areas between holes.
That agrees with the TEM image and FFT pattern of the HG material
[Fig. 1(a)]. The additional weak NIR shoulder in the absorption spec-
tra of TEG and HRGO materials could be due to the presence of grain
boundaries of TEG and HRGO domains and oxygenated holes in
HRGO as well as basal oxygen groups according to Ref. 25.

In summary, a comparison of the experimental optical spectrum
of HG containing ca. 1.6 at. % of residual oxygen with the spectra of
HRGO and TEG reveals that the introduction of holes into graphene
layers blueshifts the position of the absorption peak related to the
p!p� transition in graphene and produces a broad absorption
between 1.2 and 2.2 eV. The changes in the optical spectra were repro-
duced by ab initio calculations and interpreted from joint analysis of
dominant contributions of atomic orbitals of the HG models to the
electronic states near the Fermi level and their involvement in the

optical interband transitions. Downshift of the honeycomb lattice-
related optical peak could be due to quantum confinement effects and
corrugation of graphene areas between the holes. The new low-energy
band in the spectrum of HG is primarily determined by electron tran-
sitions between the states corresponding to carbon atoms from edges
of the holes. Our results show that the optical spectrum of HG is
strongly dependent on the distance between the holes and almost
independent of both the hole size and the functionalization family.
The presence of carbon atoms with dangling bonds or bound with
oxygen by a double bond produces an absorption band at ca. 0.4 eV.
Therefore, we suggest that the creation of nanoscale holes in graphene
layers and control of their distribution could serve for tuning the NIR
optical properties of graphene-based materials.

See supplementary material for details of the absorption coeffi-
cient calculation (general formula and single-transition analysis) and
geometry of the 24H-HG�model.

We thank Dr. I. V. Yushina for the optical absorption
measurements. Olga V. Sedelnikova acknowledges the Scholarship of
the President of the Russian Federation (SP-3530.2016.1).
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